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ABSTRACT 

 

The aim of the graduate thesis  is to reveal the peculiarities of Internet 

advertising as a tool for promoting the brand «Marko».  

The object of the graduate thesis  research is Internet advertising. The subject 

of the research is the effectiveness of Internet advertising as a tool for brand 

promotion. The methodological basis of the graduate thesis  was a general scientific 

method: a comparative analysis of documents as secondary data within the 

framework of a «desk study». 

In the course of writing this graduate thesis  following results were obtained: a 

number of key characteristics of the Internet advertising company «Marko», which 

were due to its target audience and trends of the current years; the information 

campaign in support of the brand «Marko» in the social network Vkontakte; the 

image of the holding in the social network Vkontakte was determined; conclusions 

are drawn in the dynamics of the organization's development in social networks.  

The scientific novelty of the results of graduate thesis  is due to the lack of an 

integrated approach to the research of the information campaign in support of the 

brand «Marko». The obtained results are characterized by wide possibilities of 

theoretical and practical application. 

Materials of the graduate thesis  can be used in the educational process, as well 

as in the development of an information campaign in social networks in support of 

brands. The materials and results of the graduate thesis  were obtained on the basis of 

reliable sources and independently carried out theoretical and practical research. 
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structure of advertising messages. 

 


